l. INTRODUCTION
Theoretically and practically, the equivalence problem for deterministic pushdown automata (dpda) is very important. However, it has not been solved for general dpda's. For some subfamilies of dpda's or deterministic context-free languages, the following results on the decidability (1 ~ to (4 ~ are already known.
(1 ~ Equivalence of two LL(k) languages is decidable [2] .
Valiant [3] defined the class of nonsingular dpda's, which is a subclass of dpda's with empty stack acceptance. The class of languages accepted by nonsingular dpda's contains properly the class of LL(k) languages.
(2 ~ Equivalence of two nonsingular dpda's is decidable [3] .
(3 ~ ) Equivalence of two deterministic one-counter automata is decidable [3, 4] .
(4 ~ Equivalence of two finite-turn dpda's is decidable [3, 5] . This is an extension of the previous result (2~ To prove (5~ we construct a single stack machine M' which simulates given dpda M and nonsingular dpda _~r. This simulating machine is analogous to Valiant's alternating stack machine in [3] which was used to simulate two nonsingular dpda's. However, in our simulating machine M', there is no symmetry between M and M. M' has the stack of the form wo [Co] wl[C1] "-" w~ [vU~] , where WoW 1 "" w,~ and W0~f) 1 '" Wn are the stacks of M and M, respectively, at that time. If M and/~ are equivalent, then for each input string which is the proper prefix of some accepted string, M' produces the stack Wo[~o] w1[~1] "'" w. [~,] with the property that (i) each wl (0 ~ i ~ n) is not null, (ii) the topmost stack segment of ~r, ~, is not null, and (iii) each wi (0 ~ i ~ n) is of bounded size. Then, we can construct a (nondeterministic) pda M" with the property that M" accepts an input iff M and M are inequivalent. Since the emptiness of M" is decidable, it follows that the equivalence of M and _~r is decidable. We present two key lemmas which will be used to prove that such a simulating machine M' can be constructed. In Lemma 2, we introduce some new ideas, whereas Lemma 1 is not really different from Valiant's result.
DEFINITIONS
Since our proof techniques are similar to those of [3] for nonsingular dpda's, we use the same notation as [3] unless stated otherwise.
Let M = (X, _P, Q,F, A, c~) be a deterministic pushdown automaton (dpda), where Z, F, Q are finite sets of input symbols, stack symbols, and states, respectively, and A is a finite set of transition rules. Let e and A denote the null elements of Z'* and F*, respectively. A configuration c = (s, w) is an element of Q • ({g2} u F +) and describes the state and stack content of the machine at some instant. Here, D is a special empty stack symbol. The mode of a configuration c is an element from Q • ({s u F) and describes the state and top stack symbol of c. F C Q • ({~2} u/1) is a set of distinguished accepting modes. The machine M makes the move (s, wA) --~ (s', ww') from the one configuration to the other if and only if one of the transition rules is (s, A) -~ (s', w'), where zr ~ X U {e}. A derivation c --~ c' is a sequence of such moves through successive configurations where c~ is the concatenation of the symbols read by the constituent moves. This also allows for the null sequence of moves. The height [ c ] of a configuration c is the length of its stack.
We denote the set of strings which can take the machine from a configuration c to accepting modes, byL(c). Let c~ c Q • ({D} tj F) be the starting configuration of M. Note 1. By the conditions described above, if M is nonsingular, then the appropriate constant m sets up an upper bound on the amount that the height of a configuration can change in the course of any sequence of E-moves. Hence, we can find another equivalent dpda with no E-moves. Thus we consider that M in N o has no e-moves.
An input string er is said to be live for a dpda M iff it is the proper prefix of some accepted string, and a configuration c is said to be live iffL For a dpda in D O , the number of consecutive e-moves which cause decrease in stack height is not bounded. We will consider the stack height decrease by e-moves by 
LEMMA 1. For Me D O and M ENo, assume that L(M) = L(M). Then there exists I a ~ 0 such that if, for live input string a1%, c~ --~ c I and c a ~ (as) c 2 in M and r -+~ ca and Cl --~ ~2 in M, then it holds that ] e a I --I c2 I ~ la 9
The proof of this lemma is not really different from Valiant's result [3, Theorem 3.2] . For convenience, the proof is presented in the Appendix. The following lemma introduces some new ideas. To prove (i), let us assume the contrary. That is, let us assume that
LEMMA 2. For M ~ D O and M ~ No, assume that L(M) = L(M). Then there exists 12 ~ 0 with the following property. If, for live input string a~a2 , cs __+ol ca and c 1 ~ (a2) c2 in M, (s --+~a ~a and {a --+~ c2 in M, and Pop(Q , ] c2 [ --] cl [) is true, then for any aa' such that c2 ~ (%') ca', ] c2 [ ] c3' l and axe2%' is live, it holds that ] e a' ] --] cl I ~ 12, where e 2 -~" ca' in M.
By the definition that Pop(c2, 
Let gl --+~2 c-4'. Then, by the definition ofh~, we have
since M has no E-moves. Let/3 be a shortest string in L(g4' ) (note that L(r # ~), and let/31 be the shortest prefix of/3 such that #a' --+m ?5' and I cs'l = I?11 -ll -1. 
If M and M are equivalent, then by the definitions, This single stack machine M' is analogous to Valiant's alternating stack machine in [3] . However, our machine M' has the following differences from Valiant's alternate stacking.
(1) In Valiant's machine, which simulates two dpda's M and M in No, there is symmetry, that is, w o , wo ,..., w~_l, w-~_l and w,~ are not null and only N~ may be null. In our machine, u7 o .... , w-~-i may be null but N~ is not null (for n ~ 0, v~ = Wo may be null), whereas w 0 .... , w, are not null. The configuration Q' is defined as follows. 
(i) w~ ~-A for each i (O ~ i ~ n).
(ii) w, v ~ A.
(iii) For some l ~ O, ] ~ [ ~ l for each i (0 ~ i -~ n).
Proof. (A) The case where c 2' is defined by (a.l). Let
be the tape of c2'. Then, by the assumption that some segment wi of length > l' has appeared in c~' for the first time and by the construction in (a. Since l' ~ l 2 + hM, this contradicts (9).
(C) The case where Q' is defined by (b.1). The proof is similar to that of case (A) described above. In this case, we have to consider %' in Lemma 2. The details are omitted.
(D) The case where c 2' is defined by (b.2). The proof is similar to that of case (B) described above. In this case, too, we have to consider %' in Lemma 2. The details are omitted.
Q.E.D. Assume that M and 2~ are equivalent. Then, (i) w~', w-n_lw~', and ~1 mentioned above will have length ~ l for live inputs; (ii) the bound l will only be exceeded once nothing more can be accepted by M and M; and (iii) if no transition is defined for one of M and M, then nothing more can be accepted by the other pda. Thus, L(M") ~ ;5 by construction. Conversely, ifL (M") ;5, then clearly no input can produce different behavior in M and M, which are therefore equivalent.
It is decidable whether L(M") = ~ or not [l] . Thus, if we have an a priori bound, we can test equivalence by constructing this pda and testing it for emptiness. However, even if we do not know this bound, by enumerating and testing for emptiness the possible candidate machines, we can obtain a partial decision procedure. That is, we construct pda of the form M" for assumed bounds of l, 2,.-successively. If M and ]~ are not equivalent, then none of these constructed machines can be empty, while if they are, then one of them must be. We therefore have partial decidability of equivalence of M and M. On the other hand, the inequivalence of M and M is partially decidable. Hence, we have the decidability of equivalence.
Q.E.D. 
